
 

                 Complementary Current Affairs Course (3 Cs) 

 

Preparation of Current Affairs is an essential component in a student’s preparation 
journey for the Civil Services Examination. Current Affairs has its presence at the 
Prelim, Main and Interview stages of the Civil Services Exam. It has the potential to 
decide the success of a student in the Civil Services Exam.  

The Institute in its strive to help students study effectively, has been uploading 
prelims pointers and Mains Articles along with Daily Current Affairs Answer Writing 
Practice question and daily Current Affairs MCQ Tests. Daily Current Affairs Answer 
Writing Practice and MCQ Tests are conducted for all the UPSC aspirants free of 
cost.  

 

Daily MCQ Test: For the Daily Current affairs MCQ Tests students should read the 

Prelim Pointers uploaded on the Student’s Portal and attempt the Daily MCQ. 

Everyday 10 Current affairs MCQs will be uploaded on the MCQs section of the 

Portal. MCQs tests will be evaluated automatically and detailed feedback will be 

provided to the students for their analysis.  

 

Daily Mains question: The Mains Daily question is based on the Mains articles 

uploaded every day. Students are advised to read the Main Articles and assimilate 

their knowledge, organize the content and then write the answer as per the word 

limit. This exercise on a daily basis will help a student to continuously update his 

knowledge of Current affairs and make him exam ready. 

A Main Exam question would be uploaded everyday by noon on the Students’ portal 
and students are given a window of 12 hours to submit their answer. A model 
answer would be uploaded the next day for the previous day’s question. 

 

Mode of Submission & Feedback: Students can either type their answers or 

upload them. Feedback and score out of 10 would be given by the evaluator below 

the submitted answer on the basis of conceptual clarity, structure and language. 

Every day the answers of 100 students would be chosen at random and will be 

evaluated with feedback.  

 

Students are advised to take full benefit of this unique initiative as most 

students falter in their Prelim & Main Exams due to irregular preparation and poor 

guidance. This is a systematic approach, where we would take the students through 

prelims MCQ as well as answer writing and help them to develop and improve their 

skill through the year. Regularly attempting prelim MCQ Test and the Answer writing 

sessions help in revision of the syllabus. We recommend that students take this free 

initiative from Vajiram & Ravi seriously and participate regularly. 

 



 

Where can I find the Current Affairs Main Article, Prelims Pointers, Mains Daily 

Answer & Daily MCQ on the Portal? 

 


